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A major motivation of the Ares I-X flight test program was to Design for Data, in order to maximize the usefulness 
of the data recorded in support of Ares I modeling and validation of design and analysis tools.  The Design for 
Data effort was intended to enable good post-flight characterizations of the flight control system, the  vehicle 
structural dynamics, and also the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle.  To extract the necessary data from 
the system during flight,  a set of small predetermined Programmed Test Inputs (PTIs) was injected directly into 
the TVC signal.  These PTIs were designed to excite the necessary vehicle dynamics while exhibiting a minimal 
impact on loads.  The method is similar to common approaches in aircraft flight test programs, but with unique
launch vehicle challenges due to rapidly changing states,  short duration of flight, a tight flight envelope, and an 
inability to repeat any test.
This paper documents the validation effort of the stability analysis tools to the flight data which was performed by 
comparing the post-flight calculated frequency response of the vehicle to the frequency response calculated by 
the stability analysis tools used to design and analyze the preflight models during the control design effort.   The 
comparison between flight day frequency response and stability tool analysis for flight of the simulated vehicle 
shows good agreement and provides a high level of confidence in the stability analysis tools for use in any future 
program.   This is true for both a nominal model as well as for dispersed analysis, which shows that the flight day 
frequency response is enveloped by the vehicle’s preflight uncertainty models.
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